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a b s t r a c t

The use of bioengineered nerve guides as alternatives for autologous nerve transplantation (ANT) is
a promising strategy for the repair of peripheral nerve defects. In the present investigation, we present
a collagen-based micro-structured nerve guide (Perimaix) for the repair of 2 cm rat sciatic nerve defects.
Perimaix is an open-porous biodegradable nerve guide containing continuous, longitudinally orientated
channels for orientated nerve growth. The effects of these nerve guides on axon regeneration by six
weeks after implantation have been compared with those of ANT. Investigation of the regenerated sciatic
nerve indicated that Perimaix strongly supported directed axon regeneration. When seeded with culti-
vated rat Schwann cells (SC), the Perimaix nerve guide was found to be almost as supportive of axon
regeneration as ANT. The use of SC from transgenic green-fluorescent-protein (GFP) rats allowed us to
detect the viability of donor SC at 1 week and 6 weeks after transplantation. The GFP-positive SC were
aligned in a columnar fashion within the longitudinally orientated micro-channels. This cellular
arrangement was not only observed prior to implantation, but also at one week and 6 weeks after
implantation. It may be concluded that Perimaix nerve guides hold great promise for the repair of
peripheral nerve defects.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The peripheral nervous system has an intrinsic ability to
regenerate following injury. When the continuity of the endoneu-
rium is maintained, regenerating axons are guided from the prox-
imal to the distal nerve stump through preserved connective tissue
elements. Schwann cell (SC) proliferation within the endoneurial
tubes of the distal nerve generates the Bands of Büngner [1]. These
aligned Schwann cell tubes guide the regenerating axons to their
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appropriate distal target organs and support functional recovery
[2]. However, when peripheral nerve injury (PNI) leads to a gap,
including discontinuity of the perineurium and epineurium, nerve
regeneration is severely hampered. Only few, if any, axons reach the
distal nerve stump. In such cases, surgical intervention is required
to promote axon regeneration.

Direct nerve suture repair (nerve coaptation) is the preferred
clinical treatment for short nerve defects. However, in the case of
large nerve defects (where tensionless nerve repair is not possible)
the interposition of a bridge between the proximal and distal nerve
stumps is required. An autologous donor nerve, usually a sensory
nerve (e.g. sural nerve [3]), is chosen to bridge such gaps. Despite its
gold standard status, autologous nerve transplantation (ANT) is not
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Table 1
Characterization of cross-linking of the Perimaix nerve guides. Please note the
decrease in denaturation temperature after gamma sterilization, which is a well-
known phenomenon for collagen-based biomaterials [11]. In this previous study,
the decrease in denaturation temperature resulted in a slightly faster degradation
rate. (All measurements were performed n ¼ 3, data is presented as
mean þ standard error of the mean).

Code Non sterile samples Sterile samples

% of free amine
groups reacted

Denaturation
temperature (�C)

Denaturation
temperature (�C)

Perimaix-17% 17 71.1 þ 0.3 55.0 þ 0.4
Perimaix-33% 33 76.7 þ 0.2 60.5 þ 0.4
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ideal for a number of reasons, including specific- (e.g. loss of
sensory function) and general- (wound infection, haematoma,
scarring, wound pain etc.) co-morbidities at the donor site.
Furthermore, the availability of donor nerves is limited and
unwanted complications may develop, including neuropathic pain
[4]. Interestingly, only 40e50% of patients regain useful function
when treatedwith autologous nerves [5]. Therefore, awide range of
materials, both biological and synthetic, have been investigated as
alternatives to ANT in the repair of peripheral nerve defects [3].

The therapeutic effect of a bridging material in the repair of PNI
can be influenced by its ability to physically and biochemically
mimic aspects of the lost peripheral nerve. Such considerations
have led to a tissue repair concept containing at least two essential
components, as summarized by Lundborg [6]. Firstly, nerve guides
should ideally contain an orientated matrix or scaffold. This can act
as replacement for the endoneurial tubes, providing guidance and
mechanical support for directed SC migration and axonal growth.
Secondly, nerve guides should contain growth factors. These can
either be produced by cells (e.g. by cultured- or migrating, endog-
enous SC) or be incorporated into the matrix for stimulation of
effective and orientated axonal growth.

Although a large number of investigations have used hollow
conduits as bridging devices, a growing bodyof interest has emerged
in the development of micro- or nanostructured scaffolds [7]. A
similar principle has also been devised for the repair of traumatically
injured central nervous system. For example, a multi-component
polymer scaffold seeded with neural stem cells has been designed
to assist in the repair of traumatically injured spinal cord [8].Wehave
recently described the in vitro characteristics of a collagen-based
micro-structured scaffold (Perimaix) containing continuous, longi-
tudinally orientated and interconnected pores [9]. The structure of
the scaffold has been designed to resemble the geometric dimen-
sions of a peripheral nerve and 3D tissue culture experiments
revealed it to beanexcellent substrate fororientatedaxonoutgrowth
[10,11]. In earlier studies, two formsof the scaffold (termedPerimaix-
17% and Perimaix-33%), differing in physical and molecular proper-
ties, were seeded with highly enriched populations of SC. The SC
survived and formed aligned columns which followed the longitu-
dinal orientation of the scaffold’s internal microstructure, resem-
blingBandsofBüngner. In thepresent investigation, theproperties of
Perimaix-17% (PM-17) and Perimaix-33% (PM-33) have been
assessed in an in-vivomodel of PNI. The model uses the epineurium
of the lesioned rat sciatic nerve to secure andmaintain thepositionof
the implanted scaffold for the duration of the experiment. The
hypothesis tested was that Perimaix nerve guides could promote
directed axonal growth across 2 cm long nerve defects.

2. Materials and methods

All experiments were conducted in accordance with national- and EU regula-
tions regarding animal care. Experimental animals were housed in a temperature-
and humidity-controlled environment with a cycle of 12 h (h) light and 12 h dark-
ness, and allowed free access to food and water. Every attempt was made to mini-
mize the number of animals used, as well as any pain and discomfort that they may
feel. Female inbred Lewis rats (12 weeks old, Charles River, Germany) and female
transgenic rats (Lewis rat background) expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP)
were used in the study. The transgenic GFP rats were provided by Prof. E. Kobayashi,
(Jichi Medical University, Japan) and the husbandry and genotyping were performed
by Prof. R. Tolba (Institute for Laboratory Animal Science, RWTH Aachen University).
GFP transgenic rats were used at the age of 10e12 weeks for obtaining GFP-
expressing Schwann cells (GFP/SC) [12].

2.1. Isolation of Schwann cells

SC were isolated and expanded in vitro as described earlier [13]. Briefly, both
sciatic nerves were removed from terminally anaesthetized rats. The nerves were
chopped into small pieces (1e2 mm) and were placed in Petri dishes in standard
medium consisting of Dulbecco’s modified essential medium (DMEM; Invitrogen�,
Karlsruhe, Germany) supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum (FCS; PAA�,
Pasching, Austria) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (10.000 U/mL of penicillin, 10 mg/
mL Streptomycin; PAA�, Pasching, Austria). After 7 days of incubation at 37 �C, the
sciatic nerve fragments were enzymatically digested by incubation in collagenase
followed by trypsin-EDTA (0.25%). Dissociated cells were plated onto poly-L-lysine/
laminin-coated culture flasks (pll/lam; both SigmaeAldrich�, Munich, Germany)
and maintained in growth medium (DMEM containing 10% FCS, 40 mg/ml trans-
ferrin, 41.69 mg/ml mg bFGF, 41.698 mg/ml heregulin, 472.5 ng/mlforskolin, 10 mg/
ml insulin 0.1% gentamicin, 1% glutamax).

2.2. Purification of SC

To obtain highly enriched SC, cell purificationwas performed using theMagnetic
Assisted Cell Sorting (MACS�) system (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Ger-
many). Flasks with unpurified cells (i.e. SC and fibroblasts) were washed with
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and incubated with trypsin (0.05%) for 5 min. The
cells were collected in growth medium, centrifuged at 300�g for 5 min at 4 �C, and
washed with PBS supplemented with 2 mM EDTA (PE). For SC selection, the cell
suspension was incubated with 2 mL of undiluted polyclonal rabbit anti-mouse low
affinity nerve growth factor-receptor antibody (p75/LNGFr Chemicon International
Ltd, Hampshire, United Kingdom) in PE containing 0.5% BSA (PEB) for 10 min at 7 �C.
At the end of the incubation period, the cells were centrifuged, washed and incu-
bated with 20 mL microbead-linked rat anti-mouse IgG1 (diluted 1:500; Miltenyi
Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) in 80 mL PEB for 15 min at 7 �C. After two
rinsing steps with PE, an MS-column (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany)
was placed in the MiniMACS� magnet (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Ger-
many) and flushed with PEB. A maximum of 107 cells were resuspended in 500 mL
PEB and applied to the MS column followed by 3 rinses with 500 mL PEB to wash out
unbound cells (i.e. p75/LNGFr-negative cells, mainly fibroblasts). After removal from
the magnet, the column was flushed with 1 mL PE, which allowed the collection of
the p75/LNGFr-positive, Schwann cell fraction. The high purity (>95%) of the p75/
LNGFr-positive Schwann cell fraction was confirmed by vimentin and S100b
double immunofluorescence (Supplementary Figure 1).

2.3. Preparation of nerve guides

Perimaix nerve guides were generated by Matricel GmbH (Herzogenrath, Ger-
many) using a patented uni-directional freezing process [10] (see Supplementary
video 1 in [9]). Purified porcine collagen, characterized by low levels of non-
collagenous and non-elastin markers, was used as a starting material for the
nerve guide (Table 1). The main geometrical requirements for the novel nerve guide
were: (1) a cylindrical formwith a diameter of 1 mm and a length greater than 2 cm,
(2) densely packed, longitudinally orientated microchannels capable of allowing SC
adhesion, proliferation and migration as well as axonal growth.

The degree of cross-linking of the nerve guides was related to a decrease in free
amine group content and an increase in denaturation temperature. The free amine
group content of the samples was determined spectrophotometrically after reaction
of the primary amine groups with 2,4,6-trinitrobenzenesulphonic acid (TNBS) as
described previously [9]. The free amine group content was expressed as the
number of free amine groups present per 1000 amino acids (n/1000 n). The
percentage of reacted amine groups was calculated by setting the amine group
content of non-crosslinked sample to 100%. The denaturation temperature of the
nerve guides was determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a TA
Instrument Q100. In an empty hermetic pan, approximately 1 mg of scaffold was
weighed, followed by the addition of 11 mg phosphate buffered saline solution. The
sample was allowed to rehydrate overnight at room temperature before it was
scanned at 5 �C/min in the range of 15e95 �C. Excess acid present from the direc-
tional solidification process was removed to prevent unwanted pH shifts. The peak
temperature was taken as the denaturation temperature.

Fully hydrated samples of the cross-linked, sterilized, and orientated nerve
guides were placed between the upper and lower plates (25mm diameter) of
a controlled stress rheometer (Rheometrics Scientific, Piscataway, NJ). The oscilla-
tion frequency was varied from 0.01 to 20 Hz, and the strain was kept within the
linear visco-elastic region for the measurements. The measurements were
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performed at room temperature. Visco-elastic rheometric analysis of fully hydrated
(distilled water) comparable sponge structures revealed that the nerve guides were
predominantly elastic, with a shear modulus of 4.5 þ 1.8 kPa (see also [11]).

In order to achieve parallel oriented ice crystal growth, the collagen suspension
was cooled and frozen using a unidirectional freezing process with a defined
temperature gradient and a constant cooling rate (Supplementary Figure 2). The
temperature gradientwas applied between two temperature controlledblocks (warm
and cold block) and the collagen sample moved continuously through this tempera-
ture field with a constant velocity (v). One block was kept at a constant temperature
above the freezing point (Twarm) whereas the other one was kept below the freezing
point of the suspension (Tcold). Thus, steady thermal conditions and an almost one
dimensional heat flow (q) in the direction of the temperature gradient were created,
leding toafixedpositionof the ice front between the twoheat sinks. Since thecollagen
sample was moved through the temperature field, there was the continuous forma-
tion of the uniformly structured nerve guide according to the Bridgman process [14].
After freeze-drying of the solidified collagen suspension, the degradation rate of the
nerve guides was adapted with a tested degree of cross-linking for peripheral nerve
regeneration. This included optimal SC viability and neurite outgrowth from DRG
neurons under in-vitro conditions, as described previously [9]. Sterility of the nerve
guides was achieved by exposure to 25 kGy 60Co gamma irradiation.

2.4. Seeding of SC into the Perimaix nerve guides

Under sterile conditions, 25 mL of SC suspension (20,000 cells/mL) was pipetted
into a petri dish and the Perimaix nerve guide was dropped into the cell suspension
(step 1; see Supplementary video 1). After the cell suspension had been fully
absorbed into the nerve guide, a further 25 mL SC suspension was pipetted from
above (total volume applied ¼ 50 mL). In the case of cell-seeded nerve guides (i.e.
groups I, III, and VIIeX), the Perimaix nerve guides were loaded with SC 16e24 h
before implantation.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at doi:10.1016/j.
biomaterials.2011.10.069

2.5. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)

The seeding of Perimaix nerve guides and cell distribution after a cultivation
period of 16e24 h (i.e. before implantation in the ratmodel for PNI) was investigated
using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM; Leica TCS SP2 AOBS, Wetzlar
Germany) using 488-nm wavelength excitation light. The use of CLSM allowed for
assessment of GFP-positive SC (GFP/SC) without any tissue manipulation (such as
sectioning and immunohistochemical staining procedures). A sub-set of animals
with a sciatic nerve injury (PNI model) was treated with Perimaix nerve guides
seeded with GFP/SC. At one week and 6 weeks after implantation, GFP/SC-seeded
Perimaix nerve guides were explanted, fixed with 3.9% glutaraldehyde and the
presence of GFP/SC was again assessed by CLSM.

2.6. Experimental design and surgery

Adult Lewis inbred rats (Charles River�, Sulzfeld, Germany) weighing approxi-
mately 220 g were divided into 10 groups (Table 2), and studied over a period of 6
weeks after nerve injury (i.e. groups IeVI, IXeX) unless indicated otherwise (i.e.
groups VIIeVIII).

After brief isoflurane sedation (Abbot, Ludwigshafen, Germany), animals were
anesthetized by subcutaneous injectionwith a mixture of medetomidin (Dormitor�,
0.3 mL/kg) and ketamine (10%, 0.6 mL/kg). The right sciatic nerve was exposed by
blunt dissection and animals in all groups (except group VI) were subjected to the
microsurgical epineurial sheath tube (EST) technique (Fig. 1), as described elsewhere
[15,16]. Briefly, the outer epineurium was incised over a length of 2 cm. The nerve
fascicles were detached from the outer epineurium in an atraumatic fashion and
transected proximally and distally, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis while
Table 2
Experimental groups.

Groups Material Functionalization Abbreviation Time

I (n ¼ 7) Perimaix-17% With SC PM-17 [þSC] 6 weeks
II (n ¼ 7) Perimaix-17% Without SC PM-17 [�SC] 6 weeks
III (n ¼ 7) Perimaix-33% With SC PM-33 [þSC] 6 weeks
IV (n ¼ 7) Perimaix-33% Without SC PM-33 [�SC] 6 weeks
V (n ¼ 7) Fibrin (control) e Fibrin [�SC] 6 weeks
VI (n ¼ 7) Autologous

nerve
(control)

e ANT 6 weeks

VII (n ¼ 4) Perimaix-17% With GFP-positive SC PM-17 [þGFP/SC] 1 week
VIII (n ¼ 4) Perimaix-33% With GFP-positive SC PM-33 [þGFP/SC] 1 week
IX (n ¼ 2) Perimaix-17% With GFP-positive SC PM-17 [þGFP/SC] 6 weeks
X (n ¼ 2) Perimaix-33% With GFP-positive SC PM-33 [þGFP/SC] 6 weeks
preserving the integrity of the epineurial tube. Microscopic inspection was used to
ensure that no residual sciatic nerve fascicles remained in the emptied epineurial
tube and that the epineurium had not become twisted or damaged. Perimaix nerve
guides were placed into the epineurial tube to bridge the proximal and distal sciatic
nerve stumps in such a way that the implant abutted both nerve stumps. The epi-
neurial tube was then closed using tensionless single stitches with 10-0 mono-
filament nylon (Ethilon�, Ethicon Inc, Somerville, USA) (Fig. 1). Parallel control
experiments with histological examination (transverse sections stained with tolui-
dine blue [see below]) confirmed that no residual nerve fibres were left in the
epineurial tube (Fig. 1d). Additional sirius red stainings confirmed these findings
(Fig. 1EeF). For this purpose, tissue samples were kept in formalin 10% solution for
24 h and stored at 4 �C. They were embedded in paraffin and mounted on sialinized
plates. 5mm sections were stained for 1 h in picrosirius solution (0.1% solution of
Sirius Red F3BA in saturated aqueous picric acid, pH 2) [17,18].

Animals in group V served as a ‘negative control group’. Commercially available
fibrin glue (Tissucol Duo S�; Baxter, Vienna, Austria) was used to produce fibrin
cylinders (dimensions: 1 mm in diameter and 2 cm in length) with the aid of
a sterilizable teflon-coated block with multiple longitudinal grooves (see
Supplementary Figure 3). The longitudinal grooves were filled with the fluid fibrin
glue. After polymerisation, these pliable fibrin cylinders were inserted into the
empty epineurial tube following the same procedure as described above [10]. The
fibrin cylinders had two main advantages: firstly, they were free of cells or any kind
of growth factors; secondly, they were biocompatible and prevented collapsing after
suturing of the outer epineurium (Fig. 1CeF).

Animals in group VI served as a ‘positive control group’. Here, an autologous
nerve was used to bridge the sciatic nerve defect. Briefly, the right sciatic nerve was
completely excised proximally and distally over a distance of 2 cm. The excised nerve
segment was removed and immediately re-implanted using 4x epineurial single
monofilament polyamide stitches (10-0 Ethilon, Ethicon Inc., Somerville, USA). For
further details see [16,19].

2.7. Histomorphometry and electron microscopy

With the exception of animals from groups VII and VIII, rats were euthanized
after a period of 6 weeks. The sciatic nerves were dissected, mounted on a cork plate
and immersion fixed for 24 h in 3.9% glutaraldehyde. A 1e2 mm slice of the
regenerated nerve was taken at the distal end of the implant. These nerve samples
were osmicated, dehydrated and embedded in Epon. Transverse semi-thin sections
(1mm thick) were stained with toluidine blue for morphometric analysis, while
ultra-thin sections (50nm) were used for transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) as
described previously [20]. Nerve guides were also processed for scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Samples were fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PBS (24 h),
dehydrated in acetone using a Polaron E3000 critical point dryer (Polaron Equip-
ment Ltd., Watford, United Kingdom), mounted on stubs and sputter coated with
gold. Samples were then loaded into an ESEM XL30 FEG scanning electron micro-
scope (Philips EO, Eindhoven, NL) and viewed under an accelerating voltage of 5 kV.

Morphometric evaluation was performed using a computer-assisted system
based on Zeiss KS 300 2.0 software (Axon_100.mcr, www.zeiss.de/imaging, Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany) in combination with a microscope (Axioskop, Zeiss, Ger-
many) equipped with a colour camera (Prog/Res/3008, Kontron AG, Munich, Ger-
many). The data from all groups were assessed in a blinded manner. Nerve fibre
density and axon diameter/myelin thickness [21] were determined in 5 randomized
fields of interest (FOI; area: 1530mm2) from the entire cross-section of the sample.
Axon g-ratios (i.e. the ratio of axon diameter to total fibre diameter) were also
determined (a value of 0.6e0.7 is detectable in intact nerves [19]).

2.8. Data presentation and statistical analysis

Data are expressed as mean þ/� standard-error-of-the-mean (sem). Statistical
analysis included analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post hoc correction to
correct for multiple comparisons. A p-value of 0.05 was regarded as statistically
significant.

3. Results

3.1. Nerve guides

PM-17 and PM-33 nerve guides, 4 cm long and 1 mm diameter,
were designed for the experiments. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) demonstrated the longitudinally orientated micro-channels
(mean diameter of 50 mm) that were continuous from one end to
the other. The channels were interconnected and stabilized via
single strands of collagen that were usually perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis (Fig. 2AeB). The extensive porosity of the micro-
channel walls facilitates diffusion within the scaffold (i.e. delivery
of nutrients and removal of metabolites) and the homogeneity of SC
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Fig. 1. The epineural sheath tube (EST-) technique. After incision of the outer epineurium and resection of the nerve fascicles, the preserved epineural tube has no macroscopical
residua of nerve fibres (white arrow in A). Note the implanted nerve guide (black arrow in B) in the prepared epineural tube (white arrow in B). Representative samples (CeF) from
additional animals (not included in group V) were prepared and examined directly after surgery. A scanning electron micrograph of a fibrin glue cylinder (white asterisk in C) within
the epineural tube (white arrow in C) which has been closed by tensionless single stitches with 10-0 monofilament nylon (black arrow in C). Transverse semi-thin section of the
implanted fibrin gel stained with toluidine blue (D) or sirius red staining (E,F). Note the fibrin glue cylinder (black asterisk in D and white asterisk in F). High magnification
microscopy confirmed the lack of any residual nerve fibres in the EST technique (black arrow in D and black asterisk in F). Scale bars: A-B ¼ 1 cm, C-E ¼ 200 mm, F ¼ 100 mm.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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loading [9]. The nerve guides were highly hydrophilic and demon-
strated rapid fluid absorption, as seen during cell seeding with the
SC suspension (Supplementary video 1). The nerve guides did not
swell and retained their structural integrity after wetting
(Fig. 2AeB).

3.2. Schwann cells

Samples of GFP/SC and GFP-negative SC cultures were charac-
terized by vimentin and S100b double immunofluorescence. The
populations were highly enriched with SC displaying a typical,
spindle-shaped, bipolar (sometimes tripolar) morphology
(Supplementary Figure 1). Confocal microscopy demonstrated the
adhesion and distribution of GFP/SC, 16-24h after seeding into the
nerve guides (Fig. 3). Donor cells showed a near homogeneous
distribution throughout the porous nerve guides, aligning them-
selves and their processes along the longitudinal axis of the micro-
channels (white arrows in Figs. 3 and 4; see also Supplementary
videos 2 and 3).

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at doi:
10.1016/j.biomaterials.2011.10.069

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at doi:
10.1016/j.biomaterials.2011.10.069

Donor SC were also still clearly viable at 1 week (Figs. 4; see
Supplementary video 3) and 6 weeks (Fig. 5) after implantation
(white arrows in Figs. 4 and 5). The aligned SC within the longi-
tudinal micro-channels resembled Bands of Büngner (e.g. red
arrow, Fig. 4B; see also Supplementary video 3).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2011.10.069
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2011.10.069
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Fig. 2. Perimaix nerve guides. A SEM of the longitudinal microstructure of the Perimaix nerve guide. B: SEM of the transverse microstructure (average pore diameter being
approximately 50 mm). Scale bars: A-B ¼ 200 mm.
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3.3. General observations following nerve guide grafting

All animals recovered well from the surgery, as revealed by
a steady increase in body weight (data not shown). Importantly,
there were no signs of autotomy (i.e. automutilation behaviour)
throughout the study period. Explanted Perimaix nerve guides
appeared well-integrated with the host tissue (groups IeVI) and
showed no obvious macroscopic signs of inflammation, dislocation
or neuroma formation. In group II (PM-17 [eSC]), group IV (PM-33
[eSC]) and, in particular, group V (fibrin [eSC]) the sciatic nerves
were relatively thin. In contrast, implants from groups I (PM-17
[þSC]), III (PM-33 [þSC]) and VI (ANT) were apparently of normal
thickness and well vascularised (Fig. 6).

3.4. Light-microscopic observations

Histology revealed an excellent toleration of the Perimaix nerve
guides with no indication of inflammatory or foreign body reac-
tions (Figs. 7 and 8). Residues of the collagen nerve guides could
only be observed in animal groups receiving non-seeded implants
(i.e. groups II and IV; see also Fig. 9). In contrast, the collagen nerve
guide was replaced by neural tissue (e.g. perineurium-like
Fig. 3. CLSM of GFP/SC seeded into the Perimaix nerve guide prior to implantation. A: Low
seeding of SC into the nerve guide (group VII: PM-17 [þGFP/SC]). B: Higher magnification of A
the orientation of nerve guide’s microstructure. Scale bars: A ¼ 200 mm, B ¼ 20 mm.
connective tissue elements and myelinated axons) in groups
receiving SC-seeded nerve guides (groups I and III; Figs. 7 and 8). In
the negative controls (group V, fibrin [eSC]), the distal part of the
graft was devoid of axons (data not shown). This observation was
important to prove that axon regeneration in groups IeIV was due
to the Perimaix nerve guide rather than any intrinsic property of
the epineurial tube. Qualitatively, cross sections showed groups of
15e20 myelinated axons which were arranged in bundles (e.g.
Figs. 7 and 10), surrounded by a thin connective tissue layer con-
taining perineurial-like cells (e.g. black arrows, Fig. 10). The longi-
tudinal sections revealed groups of axially arranged nerve fibres
and their nodes of Ranvier (see white arrow in Fig. 8D).

3.5. Transmission electron microscopical (TEM) observations

The fascicular pattern of regenerating axons within the nerve
guide was also observed by TEM. In all groups where axon regen-
eration could be demonstrated, the mini-fascicles were character-
ized by small numbers (approximately 10e20) of myelinated axons,
which were surrounded by a new perineurium (black arrows in
Fig. 10). The diameter of the mini-fascicles often corresponded with
the diameter of the original pore channels (w50 mm).
magnification longitudinal image demonstrating the dense and near homogeneous
showing rounded SC bodies and processes extension (see white arrows) that followed



Fig. 4. CLSM of GFP/SC seeded nerve guide 1 week after implantation into a sciatic nerve defect (group VII: PM-17 [þGFP/SC]). A: Lowmagnification, image showing the maintained
dense and near homogenous packing of donor cells within the nerve guide. B: Higher magnification demonstrating round and oval cell bodies with long, fine processes (white
arrows). Cell bodies often appeared to be aligned or packed as orientated columns, resembling “bands of Büngner” (red arrows). Scale bars: A ¼ 100mm, B ¼ 50 mm. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.6. Quantitative morphometric analysis

In the positive controls (group VI, ANT), axons with a typical
regenerative morphology were observed (Figs. 7 and 8). Morpho-
metric analysis of axons revealed a myelinated axon density of
200 � 13 per FOI (i.e. per 1530 mm2), a mean axon diameter of
1.0� 0.04 mm, and a mean myelin thickness of 0.3� 0.01 mm. In the
experimental groups, a clear difference could be observed between
SC-seeded Perimaix nerve guides and cell-free Perimaix nerve
guides. Four out of 7 of the non-seeded nerve guides displayed
disseminated axons in the distal part of the graft, with an average
axon density that was significantly lower than in the SCeseeded
Fig. 5. CLSM of GFP/SC seeded nerve guide 6 week after implantation into a sciatic
nerve defect (group VII: PM-17 [þGFP/SC]). Bipolar GFP/SC are still detectable in the
regenerated nerve (white arrows). Scale bar: 50 mm.
nerve guides, i.e. 40 � 11 and 89 � 28 per FOI in groups II and IV,
respectively (Fig. 11A). However, the mean axon diameter and the
mean diameter of myelinated axons did not differ significantly from
that of the ANTgroup (Fig. 11B,E). Myelin thickness, in contrast, was
significantly lower in the two non-seeded Perimaix groups (mean
values of 0.2 � 0.02 mm in both groups) than in the ANT group
(Fig. 11C).

Cell-seeding of Perimaix nerve guides generally improved axon
regeneration, since the results obtained were often similar to those
observed in the ANTgroup. Indeed, the mean axon density of group
I (i.e. PM-17 [þSC]) was not significantly different from that of
group VI (i.e. ANT), with values of 174 � 14 and 200 � 13 per FOI,
respectively (Fig. 11A). Furthermore, the mean thickness of the
myelin sheaths was not different between groups I and VI
(0.3 � 0.01 mm in both groups; Fig. 11C). The values observed in
group III (i.e. PM-33 [þSC]) were slightly lower; average axon
density per FOI (132 � 18) and the mean myelin thickness
(0.2 � 0.01 mm) (Fig. 11A,C).

4. Discussion

At present, the transplantation of autologous nerves still
provides the best clinical substrate for axon regeneration in the
repair of nerve defects (clinical ‘‘gold standard’’) [3,22]. However,
only 40e50% of patients regain useful function when treated with
ANT [5]. The main goal of the present research was to develop
a biomimetic scaffold with a ‘regenerative performance’ that
matches or even surpasses the results of ANT. Sophisticated strat-
egies in the development of customized nerve guides are expected
to yield superior results (e.g [23e27]).

The biomimicking concept, as presented in the current study
and discussed by other researchers [3,6,7,28] suggests that the
therapeutic value of a nerve guide could depend on the close
matching of the physical and biochemical properties of a peripheral
nerve. However, it must be noted that this is only one option. There
are a number of concepts which do not employ typical “biomi-
metic” nerve guides (e.g. without SC enrichment, without ECM
components etc.) but still achieve good results in bridging long
nerve defects (e.g. [23,24]). In this context, the biomimicking
concept has also been adopted for the central nervous system. Teng
and colleagues [8] designed a two-component polymer scaffold



Fig. 6. Sciatic nerve graft site at 6 weeks following implantation (PM-17 [þSC]). (A) Macroscopic view in situ and (B) after explantation and fixation onto a polystyrene support.
(CeD) Note the magnified proximal and distal ends (respectively) of the nerve guide (indicated by the tip of the scissors). Scale bars: A ¼ 2 cm, B ¼ 1 cm, C ¼ 0.5 cm, D ¼ 0.25 cm.
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that simulated the architecture of the healthy spinal cord. The
scaffold’s internalportion mimicks the grey matter using a porous
polymer layer (seeded with neural stem cells). The outer portion of
the scaffold emulated the white matter with longitudinal pores for
guided axonal growth [8].

In the present study, two scaffold prototypes, which differ in
their chemical properties (Table 1), were found to be highly
permissive and allowed for infiltration of tissue cultured SC. This
resulted in the indirect ‘functionalization’ of the nerve guides,
since SC produce a large repertoire of biochemical factors known
to support axon regeneration [28,29]. The donor SC showed
excellent adherence to nerve guide prototypes, as reported
previously [9].

The hydrophilic properties of the nerve guides allowed for rapid
fluid uptake [Supplementary video 1]. The hydrated nerve guides
remained their structural integrity and showed no signs of collapse,
supporting earlier in-vitro studies [11]. This is an important
prerequisite for achieving successful nerve regeneration. The loss of
its structural integrity before completion of axonal regeneration
can be detrimental for the regenerative properties of a nerve guide.
This open and longitudinally orientated microstructure of the
Perimaix nerve guides provided the framework for directed glial
cell migration and axonal growth in vivo. The current investigation
confirmed the regenerative potential of the Perimaix nerve scaf-
folds, and expands on previous relatively simple short term in vitro
investigations [9,11].

Most experimental approaches in bridging peripheral nerve
defects have employed hollow tubes. However, there is growing
evidence that the lumen of these devices requires axon growth
promoting substrates which is essential for bridging large nerve
gaps [3,7]. The Perimaix collagen-based nerve guides mimic some
of the natural topographical features of normal peripheral nerves.
The micro-structured nerve guide contains numerous longitudi-
nally orientated channels with cross-sections of approximately
50 mm in diameter [9e11]. Importantly, SC were also found to form
cellular bundles within the pore channels of the Perimaix nerve
guide, which were reminiscent of the so-called ‘bands of Büngner’.
The latter bands form an important basis of successful axon
regeneration [30,31].

The use of SC isolated from transgenic GFP rats allowed the
detection and monitoring of transplanted cells at 1 and 6 weeks
post implantation. The use of GFP expression by donor cells is
superior to other cell tracking techniques including labelling with
BrdU, Fast blue, or DAPI. These methods are limited by dilution of
signalling resulting in continued proliferation or label leakage
[32e35].

In the current study, the regenerative properties of PM-17 and
PM33 in an experimental model of peripheral nerve injury have
been tested. Implantation of SC-loaded Perimaix nerve guides into
the 2 cm defects in the rat sciatic nerve was found to support axon
regeneration at 6 weeks post implantation. This experimental
study design with a gap size of 2 cm and a regeneration period of 6
weeks represents a challenge for PNS repair. The 2 cm gap is
regarded as being significantly larger than the critical defect size in
the adult rat [36]. However, a survival period of 6 weeks may be
regarded as insufficient to allow for complete functional repair, well
noting that axon regeneration through ANT takes place at
approximately 1e2 mm per day [3]. The SC-seeded PM-17 nerve
guide was found to be almost as effective as the gold standard ANT
with respect to the density of regenerated axons, axon diameters
and axonmyelinization (Figs. 7 and 8,11). Although the non-seeded
Perimaix scaffolds also supported axon regeneration, this effect was
inferior to the SC-seeded scaffolds (Figs. 9 and 11).

As central part of the biomimicking concept, the use of collagen
as the basis for the Perimaix nerve guide offers many advantages.
Collagen, as an ubiquitous extracellular matrix protein, plays a key
role in the formation of nerve connective tissue matrix. One key
feature is that the degradation rate could be adjusted by the degree
of cross-linking. In previous studies, the degree of cross-linking of
Perimaix scaffolds (Table 1) had no significant adverse effects on SC
viability [9]. It might be possible to customize the extent of cross-
linking depending on the dimensions of the nerve defect. Larger



Fig. 7. Cross-sections of the distal part of the various grafts at 6 weeks after implantation. Semi-thin sections were stained with toluidine blue. A, DeE: PM-17 [þSC], B, FeG: PM-33
[þSC], C, H-I: ANT. Note the arrangement of regenerated (myelinated) axons in bundles or mini-fascicles. Myelinated axons are indicated by black arrows and congested blood
vessels filled with erythrocytes are indicated by black asterisks. Scale bars: AeC ¼ 100 mm, D, F, H ¼ 20 mm, E, G, D ¼ 10 mm.
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gaps may require a higher degree of scaffold cross-linking, and thus
a lower degradation rate, since regeneration across large defects
takes longer and requires a prolonged maintenance of implant
architecture. However, this aspect of scaffold refinement requires
further investigation.

According to Schmidt & Leach [28] and others, an “ideal” nerve
guide consists of a biodegradable porous conduit with intraluminal
guidance for orientated nerve growth and enrichment with support
cells or growth factors. Bridging peripheral nerve gaps has been
studied in a large number of in-vitro and in-vivo studies. However,
there are twomain reasons why the generated data and the efficacy
cannot be directly compared.

First, these studies employed different strategies to repair
damaged nerve tissue. The concepts mainly differed in the choice



Fig. 8. Longitudinal sections of the distal part of the various grafts at 6 weeks after implantation. Semi-thin longitudinal sections were stained with toluidine blue. A, B: PM-17
[þSC]. C, D: PM-33 [þSC]. E, F: ANT. Note the orientated growth of myelinated axons (black arrows) with nodes of Ranvier (e.g. white arrow in D). Congested blood vessels
(veins, arterioles and capillaries) filled with erythrocytes appear green-turquoise in the toluidine blue-stained sections (black asterisks). Scale bars: A, C, E ¼ 20 mm, B, D, F ¼ 10 mm.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Cross-sections of the distal part of the PM-33 [eSC] nerve guide (group IV) at 6 weeks after implantation. This example shows that residues of the collagen nerve guides
could be observed in groups receiving non-seeded nerve guides. Areas of non-degraded collagen (black arrows) are clearly evident next to areas of myelinated axons (white arrows).
Scale bars: AeB ¼ 50 mm.
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Fig. 10. Transmission electron microscopy of axon regeneration within the Perimaix nerve guides. A: PM-17 [þSC], B: PM-33 [þSC]. Regenerated nerve fibers with a typical
morphological features. The mini-fascicles of regenerating axons were enclosed or surrounded by a connective tissue sheath composed of perineurial-like cells (black arrows). These
mini-fascicles contained medium-to-large diameter axons (black asterisks) that were surrounded by a myelin sheath (white arrows). Scale bars: A-B ¼ 7 mm.
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of a) scaffold materials (e.g. biologic or synthetic, absorbable or
non-absorbable etc.), b) geometrical design (e.g. hollow or filled
lumen with filaments, fibres, channels, pores etc.), c) cellular
or molecular components (e.g. cells or growth factors etc.)
[28,37,38].

Second, there is a significant lack of standardization for
experimental conditions and assays [36]. This includes the use of
(a) different animal species (e.g. rabbit, rat, mouse), (b) nerve
models (sciatic -/median-/facial nerve), (c) type of nerve lesions
(crushed, hemisected or fully transected nerves), (d) gap length,
(e) observation period, and f) assays employed to evaluate the
results (histology, electrophysiology, behavioural tests) etc. A
comprehensive review has been published by VleggeerteLankamp
[39]. On the basis of a systematic PubMed research (January
1975eDecember 2004), studies of sciatic nerve grafting in the rat
were considered. The graft had to be composed of synthetic
materials; papers describing nerve regeneration through veins,
arteries, muscles, or Schwann cellefilled nerve grafts were
therefore excluded. Likewise, studies in which a systemic treat-
ment was applied in the rat (e.g. systemic administration of drugs
or radiation) were excluded. Further exclusion criteria was the use
other animals than rats (e.g. rabbit, mouse), other nerve models
than the sciatic nerve (e.g. facial or median nerve), and a gap
length shorter than 5mm. Only 31 studies could be extracted
examining nerve morphology (e.g. diameter, density and G-ratio)
(see Table 3 in [39]). Only one article had a comparable gap length
(20mm) as used in our study. Most of the studies had a gap size of
10 mm (15 out of 31) or less (9 out of 31). Furthermore, only two
studies had a similar observation period of 6 weeks. One of these
studies compared a silicone tube filled with gelatin or collagen gel
[40], but only with a gap size of 10mm. The other study [41] tested
the effect of controlled NGF delivery in a 13mm gap model.
However, most of the cited studies allowed a longer observation
period for bridging a nerve gap, ranging from 10 to 60 weeks (22
out of 31). Therefore, a direct comparison of regenerative results
between different studies was only limited (see also [36]). This
review covered an observation period until the year 2005. Since
then a number of experimental studies on SC enriched collagen-
based nerve guides with different geometrical characteristics
were published. For example, Keilhoff et al. [42] investigated the
biocompatibility of a porcine collagen type I/III nerve conduit.
After 1 and 2 weeks, nerve guides were harvested and the viability
of implanted SC at the inner surface of their hollow collagen
conduit was assessed by fluoresceine fluorescence. They demon-
strated that implanted SC adhered, survived and were able to form
nerve guiding columns of Büngner. This is in agreement with our
observations. We could also detect orientated columns of SC
resembling “Bands of Büngner” 1 week after implantation (Fig. 4).
In addition, we could detect viable SC even 6 weeks after
implantation (Fig. 5). In a subsequent study, the same group tested
the regenerative capacity of their collagen I/III nerve conduit in
a 2 cm rat sciatic nerve gap model [43]. Different variations in the
geometrical design were tested (hollow versus inner collagen
skeleton, different inner diameters). Their main finding was that
nerve regeneration took place in a noteworthy quality with hollow
collagen tubes as well as tubes with reduced lumen, both filled
with SC. The inner skeleton, however, impaired nerve regeneration
independent of whether SC were added or not. They concluded
that both viable SC and structural parameters were an imperative
prerequisite. This is in accordance with previous publications
[6,7,28] and with our own observations. It is important that the
geometrical design of an inner skeleton or matrix serves as
guidance rather than as a physical blockade impairing axonal
growth. The geometrical design was key for the development of
our Perimaix nerve guide. The porosity of the micro-channel
should facilitate diffusion within the scaffold maintaining SC
viability without leading to a collapse of the channels. Therefore,
the single strands of collagen perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis (Fig. 2AeB) played an essential role in the practicability and
effectiveness of our model. The single strands stabilized the pore
channels and prevented it from collapsing. This was demonstrated
in previous in-vitro studies [9,10], but also in this in-vivo study.
For example, TEM observations revealed mini-fascicles with
diameters that corresponded with the diameter of the original
pore channels (w50 mm; Fig. 10). This indirectly indicated that the
pore size remained stable over the regeneration process.

Another study by Yao et al. [44] investigated whether multi-
channel nerve conduits may present a permissive microenviron-
ment for axonal growth. They postulated that axons regeneration
across single channel tubes may disperse and can result in inap-
propriate target re-innervation [45]. This dispersion could poten-
tially be limited by multi-channel nerve conduits resembling
a nerve’s multiple basal lamina tube. Therefore, Yao and colleagues
developed a sophisticated 2-/4-/or 7-channel collagen-based
nerve guide with channel diameters ranging from 410 to 530 mm
using a 1 cm gap over 24 weeks [44]. They demonstrated the
influence of multi-channel guidance on limiting axonal dispersion
without decreasing quantitative results of regeneration. This
conclusion is in agreement with our concept, since we also tried to
mimick the endoneurial basal lamina tubes for orientated nerve
growth. Toluidinblue staining of longitudinal sections revealed
orientated nerve growth with groups of axially arranged nerve



Fig. 11. Morphometric analysis of axon regeneration at 6 weeks after implantation. At the distal end of the graft, several parameters of axonal regeneration were investigated within defined fields of interest including (A) mean axon
density, (B) mean inner axon diameter, (C) mean myelin sheath thickness, (D) G-ratio, and (E) mean myelinated axon diameter. Statistical analysis involved ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc test for multiple comparisons. [a: p < 0.05 in
comparison with ANT; b: p < 0.05 in comparison with PM-33 (�SC); c: p < 0.05 in comparison with PM-33 (þSC); d: p < 0.05 in comparison with PM-17 (�SC); e: p < 0.05 in comparison with PM-17 (þSC). In case of high significance
with p < 0.01 the letters are doubled (aa, bb, cc, dd, ee). aa: p < 0.05 in comparison with ANT; bb: p < 0.05 in comparison with PM-33 (�SC); cc: p < 0.05 in comparison with PM-33 (þSC); dd: p < 0.05 in comparison with PM-17 (�SC);
ee: p < 0.05 in comparison with PM-17 (þSC)].
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fibres and their nodes of Ranvier (see Fig. 8). Both our Perimaix
model and the multi-channel concept by Yao et al. [44] mimic
characteristics of a natural nerve, but differ in pore size diameter.
Theoretically, the nerve guides should have pores that are small
enough to physically align and restrict the direction of growing
axons. Simultaneously, the pores should be large enough to allow
for vascularization and infiltration of cells that support regenera-
tion. A key factor for 3D nerve guides is to maximize directional
topographic cues while minimizing cross-sectional area occupied
by material [23]. We had two reasons for choosing a mean pore
size diameter of 50 mm. First, physical features are characterized
by the enkapsis of the peripheral nerve (i.e. Schwann tube/endo-
neurium/perineurium/epineurium). The basal lamina, together
with the endoneurial reticular and collagen fibres, provide the
framework for supporting the nerve fibres. They are termed
‘‘Schwann tube’’, which are longitudinal and continuous [46]. The
diameters of these Schwann tubes are mainly defined by axon
diameter, which ranged from 2 to 5 mm (Ad) to 15e20 mm (Aa).
Second, our chosen pore size was chosen in agreement with
a number of previous studies:

Lietz and colleagues [47] presented a nerve guide on the basis of
a poly-trimethylenecarbonate-e-caprolactone (TMC-CL) tube with
an inner framework consisting of poly-glycolide (PGA) filaments.
They reported that longitudinally orientated micro-grooves were
essential for the orientation of SC processes and axonal growth
from embryonic chicken DRG. Non-orientated samples resulted
only in random SC alignment and a meandering pattern of axonal
growth [47]. Lane widths larger than 50mm or 100 mm were re-
ported to induce less control of SC orientation [47]. Likewise,
a recent study, in which micro-patterned groove widths of
approximately 30e50 mm were reported to exert significant influ-
ence over the orientation of neurite growth. Channel widths
ranging from 30 to 1000 mm, were tested [48]. In a recent publi-
cation Hu and colleagues [25] presented a multi-channeled nerve
guide with a mean pore channel diameter of 37.41 � 11.0 mm.

Another aspect of nerve guide optimization for the transfer of
Perimaix technology for a possible clinical applicationinvolves
the use of an epineurial replacement. In the present study, the
host outer epineurium was used as a “sleeve” to hold and
stabilize the Perimaix nerve guide in its position between the
proximal and distal nerve stumps. Although the negative control
group (i.e. fibrin cylinder [eSC]) did not reveal appropriate
axonal growth, it can be discussed that the implanted Perimaix
nerve guides were able to recruit endothelial cells from blood
vessels in the surrounding epineurium. In fact, in a clinical
setting, nerve injuries are likely to demonstrate destruction of
the epineurium. Therefore, future Perimaix implantation strat-
egies will have to develop and incorporate a component which
replaces the lost epineurium. Designing an appropriate or ideal
epineurial replacement requires stability without collapse or
kinking, as well as optimal diffusion of nutrients and provision
of tensile strength to support fixation by microsurgical
sutures [22].

5. Conclusion

The axon growth supportive performance of two (collagen-
based) Perimaix nerve guides has been evaluated in a 2 cm defect of
the rat sciatic nerve. Seeding of the Perimaix nerve guides with SC
was found to generate columns of SC which resembled Bands of
Büngner and which were maintained for at least 1 week after
implantation. The PM-17 þ SC scaffold was found to support axon
regeneration that was almost as effective as that supported by the
gold standard (ANT) over a period of 6 weeks. Finally, it should be
noted that the quantitative results of regeneration in our study
were still best for autograft repair. It t is important to realize that
the ideal alternative for the autograft should perform better than
the autograft.
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